Density variations induced by gas absorption in reactive aqueous solutions often trigger buoyancy-induced motions, generally in the form of plumes monotonically sinking into the bulk liquid and enhancing the absorption rate. Here, we contrast two types of CO 2 -absorbing alkaline solutions, studying their dynamics inside a vertical Hele-Shaw cell by interferometry. While the first one indeed behaves as expected, the second one leads to a quite unusual oscillatory (phase-slipping) dynamics of convective plumes, which moreover does not lead to a significant transfer enhancement. Thanks to a simplified model of momentum and species transport, we show that this particular dynamics is related to a non-monotonic density stratification, resulting in a stagnant layer close to the interface. Conditions for this to occur are highlighted in terms of the ratios of species' diffusivities and their contribution to density, a classification deemed to be useful for optimizing chemisorption (e.g. for CO 2 capture or sequestration) processes.
Introduction
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (RTI) are buoyancy-induced flows developing from small fluctuations, whenever a heavier fluid layer lies on top of a lighter one in the field of gravity. [1] [2] [3] They are observed in a wide range of fields, such as geology, 4 hydrology, 5 astrophysics 6 and even plasma science. 7 Whatever the origin of density gradients in the fluids, RTI are generally expected to occur in the form of plumes monotonically sinking into the bulk liquid, hence driving an intense mixing and enhancing the rate of heat and mass transfer. For this 2
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reason, RTI are also increasingly studied nowadays in the framework of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) sequestration in deep saline aquifers, [8] [9] [10] a process for which mixing is expected to add up to the effect of chemical reactions in boosting the overall efficiency. behavior. Hereafter, this solution will be referred to as solution 2. Indeed, instead of plunging deep inside the fresh liquid, plumes here appear to slow down at some depth, soften, and almost vanish. Meanwhile, a second generation of plumes appears in between the primary ones, eventually repeating the same scenario and leading to an oscillatory dynamics (this is more easily seen in some of the movies included as Web-enhanced objects). Note that this behavior is observed in solution 2 for any pair of the initial NaHCO 3 and Na 2 CO 3 concentrations used. In most cases, the spatial wavenumber of the plume pattern is comprised between 1.5 and 3 mm −1 and tends to increase for successive plume generations. In addition, it is observed that the period between the first and the second generations is usually close to 2 min and that this time-delay between successive generations tends to increase with time.
The goal of the present paper is therefore to understand the physico-chemical mechanisms at the origin of such a particular dynamics, and more generally to propose a classification of possible RTI dynamics occurring during the absorption of CO 2 in a liquid solution, on the basis of the relevant properties of the CO 2 -absorbing solution at hand. In addition, it is also crucial to quantify the impact of such flows on the enhancement of the global absorption/conversion rate. As it will be seen hereafter, the density profile prior to instability, determines the overall dynamics. Note in this respect that the present analysis goes beyond recent works concerned with miscible reactive two-liquid systems. [11] [12] [13] Indeed, these authors do not evidence any oscillatory dynamics in the nonlinear regime, as we do here both experimentally and on the basis of a simplified model of the CO 2 chemisorption process.
The experimental sequences depicted in Figure 1 have been recorded in a vertical Hele- Besides what was already said above in relation with Figure 1 , another important observation is that the plumes are formed about 1 mm below the interface for solution 2, while they appear right at the interface for solution 1. This fact, which will be further examined numerically in what follows, suggests that the key to understand the different dynamical regimes lies in the different DV shapes before instability sets in (see the top of Figure 1 ).
Indeed, for solution 1, the maximum DV is located at the interface and the DV decreases monotonically with the depth Z. For solution 2, the DV is minimum at the interface. It first increases with Z, reaching a positive maximum at 0.75 mm below the interface, and then starts to decrease. In order to explain this and to highlight further differences between solution 1 and 2, we now turn to a simplified (yet realistic) model of the reaction-diffusionconvection dynamics. It is worth mentioning however that the goal of the present study is not an exact modeling of the experiments but rather to extract the essence of the phenomena with the help of a simple model.
Mathematical modeling

Basic hypotheses
For both considered solutions, the reactions are rather fast as compared to the species transport (see Aboudheir et al. 16 tions are then confined to a thin liquid layer at the interface, beyond which CO 2 is nearly depleted. This permits to simplify the reaction scheme by considering an instantaneous reaction A + B → C taking place only at the gas-liquid interface. Such an approach, which is described in more detail in Supporting Information, is commonly used for gas absorption coupled with fast reactions. 18, 19 It is deemed to be quite a reasonable one in our case, the actual reaction zone being much thinner than the diffusive boundary layer at the instability onset. In our model, A corresponds to CO 2 (not penetrating in the liquid), whereas The dimensionless spatial coordinates and time t are defined using the scales l ref and
respectively, where l ref will be specified later on.
One-dimensional reference profiles
Considering the model hypotheses, the dimensionless 1-D diffusion equations read
6
At the interface (z = 0), the complete depletion of B (due to the instantaneous interfacial reaction) and a production of C equal to the consumption of B are considered (see Supporting Information):
At t = 0 as well as for z → +∞, we specify
The solution of the problem (1)- (6) is
yielding the dimensionless concentration profiles of B and C in the reference state, the stability of which will be considered in the next section.
The dimensionless DV profile is calculated as
where
reference DV value to be specified. Hence, we have showing that the DV profile is self-similar and that its shape is controlled by the values of D * and δρ * . Figure 2 classifies the different shapes found from this expression, depending on the values of these two parameters. 
Momentum and mass transport model
In order to analyze the RTI dynamics, we consider a two-dimensional ( species transport equations are thus written as:
where 
where ρ 0 is the initial liquid density and h the distance between the two plates of the Hele- At the top boundary (the interface, z = 0), the conditions for b and c, already defined by (3) and (4), are complemented by the conditions applicable to a motionless impermeable stress-free interface: The bottom boundary is set as an open boundary regarding the flow and the species transport, characterized by the following conditions:
The horizontal dimension is treated by means of periodic boundary conditions applied between the left and right boundaries.
Clearly, the 1-D diffusion profiles found above correspond to a particular solution (the reference, or rest state solution) of this general boundary-value problem, with u = 0 and p balancing the buoyancy term of Eq. 12. In order to explore its stability with respect to hydrodynamic disturbances, we impose as initial conditions either a numerical or an imposed As expected given the density profiles considered, a Rayleigh-Taylor-like dynamics is observed for both cases 1 and 2. Importantly, when simulations are ran without imposing a controlled noise (i.e. when the perturbations originate from the numerical noise only), it is 7 plumes that are most often observed in our computational domain at the instability onset for both cases. However, further evolutions might be different between different runs of the same simulation since the system is highly unstable and the numerical noise is randomly simulation results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental ones. In case 1, the plumes are formed at the interface and sink monotonically. In the case 2, a first generation of plumes are formed at a small finite distance from the interface (actually where Δ has its maximum). They seem to soften down a short time later and it is clearly observed that a second generation of plumes is formed in between the previous ones (i.e. the phase of the periodic disturbance slips by half a wavelength). By examining the velocity field (see the movies provided as Supplementary Material), it appears that the liquid velocity in the zones where the plumes are sinking slows down during the softening phase, before being reversed (see Figure 3 (e-g)). The zones where the liquid is flowing downward during the first generation of plumes become the zones where the liquid is flowing upward at the second generation. For longer times than those presented in Figure 3 (d) and (h) for the cases 1 and 2, respectively, the plumes tend to move laterally and to merge for both cases, reducing the spatial frequency of the plume pattern, which is also in agreement with experiments (though such coarsening is eventually observed after longer times than those presented in Figure 1 ).
By further analyzing the simulation results, it clearly appears that the difference in 12
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in between the plumes), because of the resulting convective supply of fresh reactant B.
One could therefore expect a density increase there in both cases 1 and 2, as both B and C contribute positively to the density. While in case 1, convection along the interface is sufficiently strong to transport this inter-plume density excess laterally towards the falling plumes (hence sustaining this falling motion), this does not appear to be the case for case 2, where a significant excess of density remains in between the initial plumes, in the zone of transition between the quiescent layer and the convective zone. At the same height, it can be seen from Figure 3 (e) that the density at the plumes is comparatively lower. After a certain time, this density field configuration is able to slow down and even reverse the flow, triggering a second generation of plumes in between the initial ones, and hence explaining this particular phase-slipping dynamics.
Linear stability analysis
To further investigate the particular non-monotonic RTI dynamics observed in case 2 and contrast it with case 1, we use a frozen-time linear stability analysis to calculate the com- noise needs time to get sufficiently amplified. We note that the maximum growth rate can be verified to correspond to about 6 wavelengths (plumes) in our computational domain for both case 1 and case 2. As expected, this is reasonably well in agreement with the number of plumes (generally 7) initially erupting in the simulations starting from the numerical noise. even though this is not of direct relevance to the instability outbreak observed here, the linear stability analysis (frozen-time) reveals that, in case 2, the first unstable modes appearing at
smaller t values are all oscillatory. It is just later, as t is increased, that they turn monotonic at the most unstable interval of k, as in Figure 4 .
Transfer rate
Finally, another remarkable difference between cases 1 and 2 concerns the impact of con- The results, represented in Figure 5 , clearly show that the transfer rate is significantly enhanced by the RTI for case 1, whereas it is just very slightly enhanced for case 2. This is indeed due to the fact that, in case 2, mass transport in the quiescent interfacial region remains mainly diffusive. This result highlights that the RTI development does not necessarily lead to a significant mass transport enhancement, contrarily to what is commonly expected.
15
We have here considered CO 2 absorption in an initially quiescent and horizontal aqueous solution, where it is consumed in a fast chemical reaction. Depending on the ratios of species' diffusivities and their contribution to density, the density stratification generated by the CO 2 absorption may in some cases turn out to be non-monotonic with a stable region near the interface, which has several important consequences: stagnant layer at the interface, oscillatory RTI dynamics, and very weak mass transfer enhancement after the RTI appearance contrary to what happens for a monotonically unstable density stratification.
Density profiles observed experimentally before the RTI onset can be predicted by a rather simple 1-D model of the diffusive transport of the reactant and the product, and the observed RTI dynamics can be reproduced by coupling in a 2-D formulation the species transport to the momentum transport, described by a Navier-Stokes-Darcy model (adapted to Hele-Shaw cells or porous media). A promising perspective would be to identify solutions corresponding to the non-monotonic profiles of Figure 2 (a), and to study their RTI dynamics. We hope that the present work will stimulate further research both on fundamentals of gas chemisorption and on applications in CO 2 capture and storage technologies (including milli or micro-fluidic devices), together with more classical processes of the chemical industry.
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The For gas A absorption into an aqueous solution of B and C accompanied by an irreversible chemical reaction A + B → C, the following reaction-diffusion formulation can be considered as standard:
Here [A] f is the interfacial concentration of A (the saturation concentration in contact with a gas A atmosphere, e.g. as given by Henry's law) and k is the reaction rate coefficient. The second and third conditions (S.4) stand for non-penetration of the corresponding species through the interface. We note that in our case the bulk concentration of B is typically much higher than that of the dissolved gas A at the interface (several hundreds versus some tens of mol/m 3 ). Thus, a relation
will be implied throughout. Now if we are speaking of an instantaneous reaction, what is going here is well described in textbooks, see e.g. Bird et al. 19 Namely, the reaction occurs just in a plane parallel to the interface and located at a certain welldefined distance from the latter. Both A and B are totally consumed at this
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On the other hand, we note that what is discussed above is in fact already an extreme version of an instantaneous reaction, with an "unconditionally large" kinetic coefficient k. In particular, the reaction zone is supposed to be much narrower (hence a "plane") than even its distance to the interface, which is also small on account of (S.6). In reality, however, one does not need so strong assumptions for the validity of the simplified chemical reaction model we rely upon here: the reaction zone, while staying narrow may well be allowed to extend up to the interface. We shall illustrate this by approaching the problem from the opposite end: the reaction will still be considered fast in an appropriate sense, but no assumptions on its instantaneous character will a priori be made.
Namely, the reaction is considered fast with respect to diffusion at the length scale l ref of interest, which can here be just the boundary-layer thickness at the onset of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. In other words, as it can be conjectured e.g. from the form of the reaction and diffusion terms of 
In the narrow reaction zone Thus, the problem in the main bulk is reduced on account of (S.6) and (S.7) to the one with an effective interfacial chemical reaction, emerging
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de facto in the boundary condition (S.16), and with no reaction in the bulk equations (S.8) and (S.9). The other interface boundary condition, given by (S.17), also has a clear physical meaning: the consumption of B in this interfacial reaction is equal to the production of C. The boundary conditions as z → +∞ are still given by (S.5) for [B] and [C] .
The interfacial reaction (S.16) is generally of a finite rate. On the other hand, it can be seen that an instantaneous one can thereof be obtained as a limiting case under the assumption Thus, the simplified chemical reaction formulation used in the present study is fully recovered. In the framework of a full standard model (S.1)-(S.5), its validity conditions are given by (S.6) and (S.18).
Note that sufficiently deep into the limit (S.18), the reaction zone developments like (S.13) cease to be valid as actually obtained under the assumption [B] [ [B] 0 , must be adopted for the reaction zone, which for even higher values of k would permit recovering the reaction-in-the-plane limit we started with in the present model. Anyhow, all such details are already immaterial for our goals here, since the boundary condition (S.19) (instantaneous interfacial chemical reaction) holds anyway to leading order for any such transformations of the reaction zone.
Finally, we note that the present developments also hold in the presence of advective contributions in the reaction-diffusion equations, provided that the reaction zone is thin enough for the locally defined Peclet numbers to be small (even if the global ones are not).
